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What is the Cassini? 
Multi spot LED corneal reflection topographer 
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Cassini: multi colored led source and 
conreal reflection image captured 



Its predecessor: 
1996; VU topographer  

fluorescent light source, color square filters 

Introducing color in topography 
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Topographer Reconstruction of the
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Surface Features
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ABSTRACT
Purpose. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the performance of a topographer (the VU topographer, prototype
development, VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) that uses a color-coded stimulus pattern to
reconstruct both the rotation–symmetric and nonrotation–symmetric shape features of the anterior corneal surface.
Methods. Spherical surfaces, toric surfaces, the Rand surface (surface with peripheral corrugations), and sample eyes were
measured. A ring topographer (Keratron, Optikon 2000, Rome, Italy) and the Haag-Streit ophthalmometer (Haag Streit,
Bern, Switzerland) were used for comparison.
Results. All three instruments produced similar values for the radii of curvature of spherical surfaces with a tolerance of
0.02 mm. The Keratron gave underestimated values for the astigmatic power of toric surfaces (!0.25 D for toric surfaces
with astigmatism !9 D). Because it eliminates skew ray error, only the VU topographer was able to reconstruct the correct
shape of the Rand surface in contrast with ring topographers. The effect of skew ray error was also observed in the surface
reconstruction of a radially keratotomized (RK) eye. There was height difference of 2.75 " 1.25 !m between the output
of the VU topographer and the output of the Keratron.
Conclusion. The VU topographer is just as accurate in reconstructing the rotation–symmetric features of the anterior
corneal surface as the ring topographers but is superior in recovering the nonrotation–symmetric shape features.
(Optom Vis Sci 2006;83:910–918)
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Computer-assisted videokeratographs (CAVK) are used in
standard ophthalmic practice to reconstruct the geometric
shape of the anterior corneal surface. A technique that is

widely used in CAVK devices is Placido disk imaging.1,2 In this type of
imaging system, a series of rings is reflected onto the cornea, and the
reflected images are recorded in a video camera. Based on the infor-
mation generated from the recorded images, the shape of the anterior
surface of the cornea is reconstructed using mathematic algorithms. It
is known that commercially available Placido ring topographers use
algorithms that assume that the light rays coming from one meridian
of the ring pattern are reflected onto the same meridian in the virtual
image.3,4 This assumption excludes skew ray reflections. Conse-
quently, errors (the skew ray error) will occur in the surface reconstruc-
tion, because the corneal surface is not a rotation–symmetric object.5

Thus, with a Placido ring topographer, it will be difficult to reconstruct
corneal shapes thatarenot rotation–symmetric.6,7 Effortshavebeenmade

to produce cornea topographers that can perform better than Placido ring
topographers.4,8–10 However, these instruments have not yet been vali-
dated with test surfaces that are not rotation–symmetric.

In this study, measurements of different types of surfaces were made
with a special cornea topographer (the VU topographer) based on a
color-coded stimulus pattern.8 The advantage of using such an instru-
ment is that it facilitates the development of surface reconstruction
algorithms that are free from skew ray errors, because there is one-to-
one correspondence between stimulator points and image points.11

Eliminating the skew ray errors makes it possible to accurately
reconstruct nonrotation–symmetric surfaces.

THE SKEW RAY ERROR AND
NONROTATION–SYMMETRIC SURFACES

The toric surface is the simplest nonrotation–symmetric surface
that is relevant in ophthalmic practice. The skew ray error intro-
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Both radial as well as contour changes 





Designed for premium IOL Planning 



Keratometry in D, shape factors 
and IOL implantation guidance 

axis 



Full Color Photography and 
Pupillometry  

These data: iris and limbal anatomy landmarks may 
be utilized in the future 



Clinical validation:Tangential Curvature:   
Cassini vs Scheimpflug 



Clinical Validation: 
Case 1 of Corneal Scarring (past 

Herpetic Keratitis) 



Corneal Scarring (HSV Keratitis)  
Placido imaging for IOL calculation 

Cornea scar and underlying cataract 
On Scheimpflug imaging 



Corneal Scarring (HSV Keratitis)  
Pentacam and Placido derived topography 

Cassini raw data and 
Derived topography 



Corneal Scarring (HSV Keratitis) Cassini color 
multi-spot derived reflection topography 



Case 2: Central Cloudy dystrophy of 
Francois-Cataract candidate  



Case 3: Early Keratoconus Imaging:  
crucial for diagnosis, documenting progression and even treatment 

possibilities, topo-guided approved in the US 



Case 3: Keratoconus Imaging:  
crucial for diagnosis, documenting progression and even 
treatment possibilities, topo-guided approved in the US 



Case 3: Keratoconus Imaging:  
crucial for diagnosis, documenting progression and even 
treatment possibilities, topo-guided approved in the US 



Case 4:  
32y/o male KCN/OS, CXL/OS 2010 elsewhere 

 

Deviation of Scheimflug thickness due to CXL 
Is the anterior curvature affected as well? 



Case 4: same patient OCT and Placido 

Post CXL Placido may not read the(irregular) center 
correctly 



Case 4:  
same patient  Cassini and Scheimpflug images 

The Pentacam images are 
 biased from the  
CXL changes in the cornea 



Case 5: 42y/o keratoconus   
 



Case 5 surprise: 
 has additionally Posterious polymorphous corneal dystrophy! 



Case 5: Placido and OCT maps 



Clinical example 



Clinical example 



Clinical example: OCT sections 



Case 6: 
LASIK Candidate: -10D myope, 530um thickness  

is this normal? 



Case 6: suspicious Placido OD , but cannot 
trust the central data… 



Case 6: clear central cone picture 



Case 6: OS suspicious 



Case 7: 70y/o female with 
ABM dystrophy, cataract candidate 



Case 7: same pt Cassini 



Case 7: same patient LenStar and OCT 



Case 8: 72y/o monocular female with 
old scar (fly-egg injury), cataract candidate 



Case 8: 



Case 8: with this paracentral scar the 
Cassini keratometry was selected as 
the best fit and following toric IOL 

UCVA= 20/20! 



Why is acurate topography so 
important?  

• We have studied the clinical relevance of 
current diagnostic criteria for keratoconus in 
over 700 consecutive cases and try to correlate 
with the only standard criteria: the Amsler-
Krumeich classification 

• Suprisingly we found visual acuity, corneal 
thickness and mean keratometry very poor 
prognosticators!!! 



Vision, Ks, pach=not very accurate markers in 700 KCN 
 cases test ISV and IHD! 

overlapping 

Stratification 
Of severity 



Clinical example in the quest of documenting possible 
keratoconus progression: 

34y/o female MD with KCN: 
2 years now asymptomatic: 

No change? 20/20, no K change 



When evaluating anterior curvature  
asymmetry indices the picture changes… 



Conclusions: Cassini 
•  Superior corneal topography tool 
• More accurate in central cornea, therefore 

necessary tool in keratometric IOL calculation data 
•  Superior in Central conreal measurement to 

Placido and to Scheimpflug if opacity or haze is 
present 

•  Finer detail topography that is not only axially 
calculated but also in “circumference” spot 
correlation 

•  Analysis of 2nd, 3rd, and even 4th Purkinje images 
can offer posterior corneal curvature, corneal 
thickness, AC depth and volume and lens thickness 
and volume data 
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